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might be considered tactless, or even inconsiderate, but it is not
so with the Chinese. The hint of suggestiveness is avoided by
calling it a " Longevity-box " and the generous donators impress
upon the aged parent that its presence in the house is likely to
prolong his life.
China is an ideal country for old people just as Japan is the
paradise of children. Many suffer from want, of course; it is
inevitable, but the respect and filial devotion shown to age are
remarkable and very admirable. The care and attention that
are offered to parents during life culminates in great sacrifice
for a fitting funeral. The massive coffin is borne, concealed in
rich embroideries, and slung on poles. Its weight necessitates
many bearers. There are long lines of lantern carriers and men
with inscribed placards and gilded wooden emblems. There are
bands of music and hosts of retainers and people in strange
mediaeval costume. Boys scatter gilt paper money on the street
and carry the paper models of the deceased's servants and horses,
and even at times of his motor-car, all destined to be burned at
the graveside for his use hereafter. The Government of to-day
has tried with little success to suppress these relics of barbarism
but many Chinese still cleave to their old customs and traditions.
They adore parade and refuse to abandon superstition. Often
the corpse is not under the gaudy catafalque at all, but is carried
unperceived elsewhere in the procession so that any evil spirits
met on the road may be deceived and miss the mark.
Often my faithful riksha coolie would draw up at the doorway
of some remote temple and say, " Maybe you Hke look see this
temple. Velly pletty, velly old." We would go in together,
some local imp having been entrusted with the riksha, and under
the guidance of a dishevelled priest or monk, one of the few
remaining of the many who formerly ministered, we would stroll
in the crumbling deserted precincts and penetrate the depths
of the dust-laden halls where great images peered from the gloom
and from the shadows of vast shrines and altars. They are very
wonderful, very mysterious and very sad, the old temples of
Peking. At other times our excursions lay farther afield—to the
Drum Tower, or the more distant City Gates or the temples
beyond the walls. How fast he ran, the willing " Maybe/' to
the rhythmic footfall of his soft soled shoes^ as he bore me away
through strange side streets and narrow lanes. Sometimes in the
afternoons he would take me to the Central Park, a public
recreation ground that once was reserved for Emperors to walk

